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Directions for the teacher: 

STEP 1 – Warm up by asking students about their associations with December holidays.  

 Have them help you make a list titled Objects Associated with December Holidays. 

Accept all suggestions. You can add a few quirky ones of your own, like music boxes or 

firewood.  

 Once you have a sizable list, ask them if they object to any items on the list. (Use the 

verb “object to.”) Strike those items off the list accordingly.  

 Then highlight the difference in pronunciation: OBject (noun) and obJECT (verb). Did 

they notice? Ask them to identify the words as homographs, homophones, or 

homonyms. (They are homographs: same spelling, but different pronunciation.) 

  

STEP 2 – Do Task A as a class. Explain they will have practice with additional homographs. You 

can read the introduction and then call on different students to read the list of sentences aloud. 

Encourage the students to correct their peers when necessary.  

 

Optional: Challenge the students to find homophones and homographs introductory paragraph. 

 Write “knight” on the board and ask students to find a word that sounds the same.         – In the text 

“night” is used. 

 Write “poll” on the board and ask students to find a word that sounds the same.             – In the text 

“pole” is used. 

 Write “thyme” on the board and ask students to find a word that sounds the same.        – In the text 

“time” is used. 

 Write “ours” on the board and ask students to find a word that sounds the same.             – In the text 

“hours” is used. 

 Write “sum” on the board and ask students to find a word that sounds the same.            – In the text 

“some” is used. 

 Write “thyme” on the board and ask students to find a word that sounds the same.        – In the text 

“time” is used. 

 Write “mourning” on the board and ask students to find a word that sounds the same.             – in the text 

“morning” 

 Ask students to give another definition of “flies.” 

 

STEP 3 – Have students do Task B with a partner. Explain they will have practice with 

homophones. Answers: 1. Deer 2. Main 3. grown 4. hear 5. road 6. peek 7. feet 8. pair 9. scent 10. berries 

 

STEP 4 – Optional. Task C. Have students work in pairs to create their own holiday statement. 

You can prompt them by assigning homographs or homophones to each pair.  
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[Task A.] 

Learn about toy elves and their nighttime adventures. The 5 listed statements have homographs. Be careful to 

use the correct pronunciation when you read them aloud. 

 

Many American families have adopted a new tradition. They have a toy “elf on the shelf,” which is inspired by a 

storybook of the same title. Each night the elf supposedly flies back to the North Pole and reports to Santa about 

the children’s behavior. Were they naughty or nice? The next morning the children wake up to find their elf in a 

new place somewhere in the house. The elf usually returns with enough time to get into mischief in the early 

morning hours. They can only guess what the elf had done while they were asleep. Here are some tales. 

 

1. Peppermint the Elf was found one morning with crayons and paper. She had produced some produce.  On 

the paper were drawings of pears and apples.  

2. Elf Ollie must have injured himself while playing around the house. The children found he had wound a 

bandage around a wound on his leg. 

3. Candy Elf thought the ceiling fan would create wind. The children found the fan turned on, and Candy was 

sitting on the floor with a kite. Candy hadn’t had time to wind the long string back up again. 

4. Jolly the Elf does a lot during the night. He held reindeer games. The female deer must have won.  Jolly 

was standing next to a trophy with two does.  

5. Elf Elvis was found high on a curtain rod. Perhaps he had been swinging on the curtains. Thankfully, there 

were no tears in the fabric. Otherwise, Mother would be in tears! 

 

[Task B.] 

How well do you know homophones? Choose the right word to finish the sentences. 

1. (Deer / dear) live in many places, but Santa’s special helpers only live in the Arctic. 

2. Holiday decorations are set up on every (Main / Mane) Street in the U.S.  

3. Santa knows if you’ve been good. He also keeps track of how much children have (groan/ grown). 

4. Around the holidays you can (here / hear) the sound of bells ringing. 

5. As we drove down the (rode / road), we admired all the holiday lights on the houses. 

6. Children always try to get a (peek / peak) of Santa on Christmas Eve. 

7. Stockings aren’t worn on (feet / feat). They’re hung near the fireplace for Santa to fill with treats. 

8. You might find a (pair / pear) of peppermint sticks in your stocking.  

9. Peppermint is a familiar (cent / scent) around the winter holidays. 

10. Holly used in decorations. It’s a plant with green leaves and red (buries / berries). 

[Task C.] 

Choose a pair of words and write a statement about the December holidays. 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

two-too  meet-meat  threw-through  seen-scene 
eye – I   piece-peace  paws-pause  whine-wine 


